Sky Ridge Medical Center, Aspen Building
10103 Ridgegate Pkwy., Suite 309
Lone Tree, Colorado 80124
Office: 303.662.1600 | Fax: 303.662.1008

BIO-MECHANICAL EXAM & ORTHOTIC INFORMATION
(Please read carefully)
Patient Name: ________________________________________________ Account: ____________________
Many of the causes of foot discomfort are due to, limited motion, muscle, or ligament strain. Weak foot structure causes foot
discomfort when the bones and joints cannot function correctly and over time develop pain.
The examination of the structure (bones and joints) and the function (muscles, ligaments, and tendons) of the foot and ankle are called
a BIO-MECHANICAL EXAMINATION. The biomechanical examination is the foundation upon which your prescription orthotic
devices will be built. Below is a list of what is included in the examination and the construction of your orthotics.

BIO-MECHANICAL EXAM:
1. Range of motion evaluation
2. Scanning Procedure
3. Orthotic & lab fees
TOTAL FEES:
INITIAL PAIR
WARRANTY

$400.00
$40 for pediatric orthotics only

Note: X-rays, future examinations, and further testing if necessary are not included in the biomechanical examination or cost
of the device. This device (orthotic) is non-refundable.
In the past, we have found that many insurance companies do not provide complete coverage for foot orthotics; many find them not
medically necessary. Participation in your plan or quoted benefits are NOT a guarantee of payment. Payment is subject to the terms of
your policy and can only be determined at the time the claim is processed. By signing below you are accepting responsibility for
the entire cost of the device regardless of quoted benefits. Orthotics are a custom device, upon scanning, you are accepting full
responsibility for the device.
If for any reason your insurance carrier denies the device, you agree to pay the entire balance or any balance remaining, this
includes any deductible and or denial of the device.
Signature:
___________________________________________________________Date:_____________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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